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Abstract. In this paper, we present a positivity-preserving limiter for nodal Discontinuous Galerkin
disctretizations of the compressible Euler equations. We use a Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto (LGL) Discon-
tinuous Galerkin Spectral Element Method (DGSEM) and blend it locally with a consistent LGL-subcell
Finite Volume (FV) discretization using a hybrid FV/DGSEM scheme that was recently proposed for
entropy stable shock capturing. We show that our strategy is able to ensure robust simulations with pos-
itive density and pressure when using the standard and the split-form DGSEM. Furthermore, we show
the applicability of our FV positivity limiter in extremely under-resolved vortex dominated simulations
and in problems with shocks.

1 INTRODUCTION

Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods provide high-order accuracy and local conservation on arbitrary
grids when dealing with advection-dominated problems. The combination of high-order DG methods
with high-order explicit Runge-Kutta schemes for the time integration leads to a highly accurate and
easily parallelizable family of methods, e.g., [3, 8]. However, it has been observed that in extremely
under-resolved fluid flow simulations, or in the presence of shocks, the oscillations of the high-order
polynomials can lead to non-physical negative values of density or pressure and cause the scheme to
crash.

A particular class of DG methods, known as Discontinuous Galerkin Spectral Element Methods (DGSEM),
can be combined with a split-form representation of the governing equations [6] or entropy-stable fluxes
[1] to obtain non-linear stability and hence increased robustness. Nevertheless, these schemes still suffer
from positivity issues in the presence of shocks [7, 12] and under-resolved turbulence.

An effective and rather commonly used strategy to preserve physical (positive) values of density and
pressure in high-order DG methods was proposed by Zhang and Shu [14]. This method shrinks the
high-order numerical solution in each element around its mean value until a valid solution is obtained.
Although this method is often very effective, we observed that it sometimes causes large jumps in the
numerical solution, which may trigger instabilities and lead to restrictions in the time-step size.

In this paper, we propose a novel positivity-preserving limiter for DGSEM discretizations that is based on
a subcell FV discretization. We make use of the hybrid FV/DGSEM scheme that was recently developed
by Hennemann et al. [7] for shock capturing. The hybrid FV/DGSEM scheme blends a Legendre-Gauss-
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Lobatto (LGL) DGSEM discretization with a compatible LGL-subcell Finite Volume (FV) scheme in
an element-wise manner. In the present work, we present a simple strategy to compute the blending
coefficient of each element at the end of every Runge-Kutta stage, such that the positivity condition is
never violated.

2 THE EULER EQUATIONS OF GAS DYNAMICS

The Euler equations can be written as a system of conservation laws

∂u
∂t

+∇ ·
↔
f (u) = 0, (1)

where the state quantities are density, momentum and total energy, u = [ρ,ρ~v,ρE]T , and the flux reads

↔
f (u) =

 ρ~v
ρ~v⊗~v+ I p
~v(ρE + p)

 , (2)

where I is the identity matrix, and the pressure is computed with the calorically perfect gas assumption,
p = (γ−1)ρe, γ is the heat capacity ratio, and e = E−‖~v‖2 /2 is the internal energy.

3 NUMERICAL DISCRETIZATION SCHEME

3.1 SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION: HYBRID FV/DGSEM DISCRETIZATION

We make use of the blended scheme by Hennemann et al. [7] that combines a high-order DGSEM
discretization with a first-order FV method on the corresponding LGL-subcell grid to obtain an accurate
scheme with robust shock-capturing properties. As both schemes are constructed on the same subcell
LGL distribution, they are directly compatible and thus the semi-discrete version of (1) is given by

u̇ = (1−α)u̇DG +αu̇FV, (3)

where u̇DG is the high-order DG discretization of the PDE, u̇FV is the first-order FV discretization, and
α ∈ [0,1] is an element-local blending coefficient that depends on a shock indicator. In the present work,
we are not necessarily interested in using this blending approach for shock capturing, but, as we will
show, it can be used for positivity preservation.

To obtain the DGSEM-discretization of (1), the simulation domain is tessellated into K non-overlapping
elements and all variables are approximated within each element by piece-wise Lagrange interpolating
polynomials of degree N on LGL nodes. These polynomials are continuous in each element and may be
discontinuous at the element interfaces. Furthermore, (1) is multiplied by an arbitrary polynomial (test
function) of degree N and numerically integrated by parts inside each element of the mesh with an LGL
quadrature rule of N +1 points on a reference element, ξ ∈ [−1,1], to obtain

u̇DG
j = FVol

j +
δ jN

Jω j

(
fN− f̂(N,R)

)
−

δ j0

Jω j

(
f0− f̂(L,0)

)
, j = 0, ...,N. (4)

In (4), ω j is the reference-space quadrature weight, δi j is the Kronecker delta, J is the geometry mapping
Jacobian from reference space to physical space, f̂(i, j) = f̂(ui,u j) is the surface numerical flux, which we
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evaluate with the left and right outer states, L and R, to account for the jump of the solution across cell
interfaces, and FVol is the volume integral term.

From (4), we can recover the standard and the split-form (flux differencing) DGSEM discretizations by
choosing the volume integral term as

FVol,Std
j =−1

J

N

∑
i=0

D jifi, or FVol,Split
j =−2

J

N

∑
i=0

D jif∗( j,i), (5)

respectively, where D ji = `′i(ξ j) is the so-called derivative matrix, defined in terms of the Lagrange
interpolating polynomials, {`i}N

i=0, and f∗( j,i) = f∗(u j,ui) is a volume numerical two-point numerical flux.
We can construct a provably entropy-stable (ES) DGSEM scheme by choosing an entropy conserving
flux for f∗, e.g. [2], and an entropy stable flux for f̂, e.g. [6].

The compatible LGL co-located first-order FV discretization proposed by Hennemann et al. [7], which
interprets the nodal values as the subcell mean values, reads

u̇FV
j =

1
Jω j

(
f̂( j, j−1)− f̂( j, j+1)

)
, (6)

where the numerical fluxes on the element boundaries match with the DGSEM boundary values and are
evaluated with the left and right outer states, f̂(0,−1) := f̂(u0,uL), f̂(N,N+1) := f̂(uN ,uR).

3.2 TIME-INTEGRATION SCHEME

We obtain the evolution of the state variables over time by applying a high-order explicit strong stability-
preserving Runge-Kutta (SSP-RK) method to (3).

In the SSP-RK methods of Spiteri and Ruuth [13], the solution is updated in every RK stage, s, with

us+1 = assus +∆tsu̇s +
s−1

∑
i=1

(
asiui +∆tbsiu̇i) , (7)

where asi and bsi are the RK coefficients, ∆ts = bss∆t is the so-called time-step size of the s RK stage.

4 POSITIVITY-PRESERVING SCHEME

First-order FV schemes are positivity preserving in density and pressure for the Euler equations if a
forward Euler time-discretization is used and an appropriate Riemann solver is selected [11]. Therefore,
if α = 1, the solution that is obtained is safe (positive in density and pressure),

us+1
safe = assus +∆tsu̇s,FV +

s−1

∑
i=1

(
asiui +∆tbsiu̇i) . (8)

As a result, it is possible to modify α locally, such that the discrete solution remains positive in density
and pressure throughout the simulation. We propose a goal condition based on the computed safe solution

ρ≥ βρsafe, p≥ βpsafe, (9)

with β ∈ (0,1]. In other words, we allow only a certain deviation (controlled by the value β) below
the safe solution, which is a stricter requirement than positivity. We do not consider upper bounds for
density or pressure, as we are focusing on positivity. Note that upper bounds are equally straightforward
to impose and that upper bounds might be necessary to avoid oscillatory solutions.
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4.1 DENSITY CORRECTION

Let us obtain the corrected blending coefficient for density first. This is easy, because the density is one
of the conserved quantities, and as such, it depends linearly on the blending coefficient. Using (7) and
(8), we get for every degree of freedom of an element,

ρsafe−ρ = ∆ts(ρ̇s,FV− ρ̇
s). (10)

Summing and subtracting βρsafe we obtain

ρsafe−ρnew +aρ = ∆ts(ρ̇s,FV− ρ̇
s), (11)

where ρnew = βρsafe and aρ = βρsafe−ρ.

If aρ > 0, requirement (9) is not fulfilled and α must be corrected such that ρ = ρnew. We rewrite (11) as

ρsafe−ρnew = ∆ts(ρ̇s,FV− ρ̇
s,new), (12)

where ρ̇s,new = ρ̇s +
aρ

∆ts , such that we can compute a new blending coefficient a posteriori to ensure the
fulfillment of the density criterion,

αnew = α+
aρ

∆ts(ρ̇s,FV− ρ̇s,DG)
, (13)

where α is the blending coefficient that was used to obtain u̇.

The corrected solution and its time derivative can be then computed with ∆α = αnew−α as

us+1
new = us+1 +∆α∆ts(u̇FV− u̇DG), u̇s+1

new = u̇s+1 +∆α(u̇FV− u̇DG). (14)

Note that, since we use element-local blending coefficients, αnew must be taken as the maximum of the
corrected blending coefficients computed for all the degrees of freedom of an element.

4.2 PRESSURE CORRECTION

After correction of density, we check the resulting approximation for pressure. If condition (9) is not
fulfilled for the pressure, one must solve the following nonlinear equation for αnew,

g(αnew) = p(unew(αnew))−βpsafe = 0, (15)

which can be done using an iterative Newton’s method,

α
n+1
new = α

n− g(αn)

∂p(αn)/∂α
. (16)

where ∂p/∂α can be easily obtained using the chain rule,

∂p
∂α

=
∂p
∂u

∂u
∂α

. (17)
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The first term in the right-hand side is obtained from (3) and (7), and the second term can be derived
from the equation of state,

∂u
∂α

= ∆ts(u̇FV− u̇DG),
∂p
∂u

= (γ−1)
(

1
2
‖~v‖2 , −~v, 1

)
. (18)

We finally compute the corrected solution and its time derivative using (14) and the new element-wise
blending coefficient, αnew, which is again taken as the maximum of the corrected blending coefficients
for all the degrees of freedom of an element.

In our proposed a posteriori positivity-preserving limiter, we first check density values and correct in-
valid states, and then check pressure values and correct if needed. The reason is that, in many cases,
performing the density correction removes invalid values of pressure automatically. Furthermore, the
density correction is computationally cheaper than the pressure correction since the former can be com-
puted with a linear, single-step process, while the latter needs an iterative method.

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS

For the examples of this section, we use the 2-register SSP-RK of fourth order and five stages of Spiteri
and Ruuth [13], where the time step is computed with the typical CFL condition for the DGSEM [9] with
CFL = 0.5. To control the positivity conditions (9), we choose the value β = 0.1.

5.1 KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ INSTABILITY

To test the capabilities of the FV positivity limiter, we first apply it to simulate an inviscid Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability (KHI). This setup is quite challenging for a high-order DG method, as it is severely
under-resolved with an effective Reynolds number Re = ∞. The initial condition is given by

ρ(t = 0) =
1
2
+

3
4

B, p(t = 0) = 1,

v1(t = 0) =
1
2
(B−1) , v2(t = 0) =

1
10

sin(2πx), (19)

with B = tanh(15y+7.5)− tanh(15y−7.5).

The simulation domain, Ω = [−1,1]2, is complemented with periodic boundary conditions. For this
example, we tessellate Ω using K = 642 quadrilateral elements, represent the solution with polynomials
of degree N = 3, and run the simulation until t = 25.

The initial condition, (19), provides a Mach number Ma ≤ 0.6, which makes compressibility effects
relevant, but does not cause shocks to develop in the simulation domain. Thus, we do not apply shock
capturing by connecting α to a troubled cell indicator, e.g. [7], but instead just use α = 0 as our baseline
high-order discretization.

The Euler equations are discretized using the standard DGSEM and the entropy-stable DGSEM (ES-
DGSEM). In both frameworks, we employ a traditional Rusanov scheme for the surface numerical fluxes,
f̂, and for the ES-DGSEM we use the entropy-conserving and kinetic energy preserving flux of Chan-
drashekar [2] for f∗.
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Figure 1 shows the evolution of the total mathematical entropy over time in the entire simulation domain,

SΩ(t) =−
∫

Ω

ρs
γ−1

dx, (20)

where s = ln(pρ−γ) is the thermodynamic entropy. Note that the conventional use of the minus sign in
(20) implies that SΩ decreases in the simulation domain if the second law of thermodynamics is fulfilled.

As can be observed in Figure 1, the ES-DGSEM fulfills the second law of thermodynamics, but the
standard DGSEM does not. Note, however, that entropy stability is only guaranteed for positive solutions
and that the ES-DGSEM has no inbuilt positivity preservation. It can be observed (close up plot (b) in
the figure) that both schemes indeed crash at the beginning of the simulation due to positivity problems.
However, with the proposed positivity limiter strategy, both schemes are able to run until the end of the
simulation.

0 5 10 15 20 25
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S

St. DGSEM + posit.
ES-DGSEM + posit.
St. DGSEM
ES-DGSEM

(a) Entire simulation.
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(b) Beginning of the simulation.

Figure 1: Total entropy evolution over time (a) and detailed zoom at the beginning of the simulation (b) for the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability simulation.

Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of the blending coefficient over time in the whole domain using a sample
time ∆τ = 0.01. The quantities max(α) and ᾱ are defined as

max(α)(t) = max
τ∈[t−∆τ,t]

(
K

max
k=1

αk(τ)

)
, ᾱ(t) =

1
ns

ns

∑
s=1

(
1
K

K

∑
k=1

α
s
k

)
, (21)

where k denotes the element index, αs
k is the blending coefficient of element k at the RK stage s, and ns

is the number of RK stages taken from t−∆τ to t. A value ᾱ = 1 means that the entire domain uses a
first-order FV method, whereas ᾱ = 0 means that it uses only the high-order DG method.

In Figure 2(a) it is evident that only a small amount of first-order dissipation is needed to stabilize the
simulation, as the maximum blending coefficient for any element of the domain is always below α≤ 0.15
for the standard DGSEM, and α≤ 0.08 for the ES-DGSEM.

The FV stabilization of the high-order schemes is added very locally. As can be observed in Figure 2(b),
the amount of the domain that is discretized with a first-order FV method is less than 0.035% during the
entire simulation when the base-line scheme is the standard DGSEM, and less than 0.005% when the
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(a) Maximum blending coefficient.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the blending coefficient over time for the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability simulation.

base-line scheme is the ES-DGSEM. Moreover, in the latter case, the entire domain is discretized with a
pure ES-DGSEM method during most of the simulation.

Finally, Figure 3 shows the density and the blending coefficient of both stabilized high-order schemes
for a snapshot at t = 3.7. Since the blending occurs sporadically and in small amounts, it is very difficult
to capture a blending coefficient α > 0 at a given snapshot. Therefore, we plot the maximum blending
coefficient of each element of the domain over a sampling time ∆τ = 0.01. It can be observed in Figure 3
that the positivity limiter preserves the symmetries of the problem, and that the standard DGSEM needs
more stabilization and is more distorted than the ES-DGSEM.

5.2 SEDOV BLAST

The Sedov blast problem describes the evolution of a radially symmetrical blast wave that expands from
an initial concentration of density and pressure into a homogeneous medium. For the initial condition,
we assume a gas in rest, v1(t = 0) = v2(t = 0) = 0, with a Gaussian distribution of density and pressure,

ρ(t = 0) = ρ0 +
1

4πσ2
ρ

exp

(
−1

2
r2

σ2
ρ

)
p(t = 0) = p0 +

γ−1
4πσ2

p
exp

(
−1

2
r2

σ2
p

)
, (22)

where we choose σρ = 0.25 and σp = 0.15. Furthermore, the ambient density is set to ρ0 = 1 and the
ambient pressure to p0 = 10−5.

We complement the simulation domain, Ω = [−1.5,1.5]2, with periodic boundary conditions. Further-
more, we tessellate Ω using K = 642 quadrilateral elements, represent the solution with polynomials of
degree N = 7, and run the simulation until t = 20.

The smooth initial condition defined by (22) quickly evolves into an expanding shock front that bounces
back into the domain because of the periodic boundary conditions. This generates a complex shock
pattern with multiple shock-shock interactions, which causes the transition to turbulence (Re = ∞).

To deal with the strong shocks of this simulation, we use the indicator proposed by Hennemann et al. [7],
which is a modification of [10]. We use the gas pressure for the indicator, such that α reads

α =
1

1+ exp
(−s

T (E−T)
) , (23)
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(a) St. DGSEM - Density. (b) St. DGSEM - Blending coefficient.

(c) ES-DGSEM - Density. (d) ES-DGSEM - Blending coefficient.

Figure 3: Snapshot of the KHI simulations at t = 3.7 for the standard DGSEM (top) and the ES-DGSEM (bottom).
The blending coefficient is taken as the maximum over all the SSP-RK stages of a sampling interval ∆τ = 0.01.

where s = 9.21024 is the so-called sharpness, T(N) = 0.5 · 10−1.8(N+1)0.25
is the threshold, and E is the

total energy of the two highest modes of the pressure solution. Furthermore, we perform one spatial
propagation sweep of the blending coefficient to avoid large jumps in the blending coefficient from
element to element. The blending coefficient of element k is adjusted with αk = maxE{α,0.5αE}, where
αE denotes the blending coefficient of any neighbor element to k.

In this example, we use the HLLE scheme [4] for the surface numerical fluxes of both frameworks, f̂,
which has been shown to be positivity preserving [5]. For the ES-DGSEM we use the entropy-conserving
and kinetic energy preserving flux of Chandrashekar [2] for f∗.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the total mathematical entropy over time in the entire simulation domain.
It can be observed that, in spite of the use of the shock indicator, both the standard and the ES-DGSEM
need positivity-preserving stabilization. The standard DGSEM without FV stabilization crashes due to
positivity problems when the shocks start forming at t ≈ 0.34. The ES-DGSEM simulation without
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Figure 4: Total entropy evolution over time (a) and detailed zoom at the beginning of the simulation (b) for the
Sedov blast simulation.

stabilization is able to run longer, but finally crashes at t ≈ 12.5. However, both the standard and the
ES-DGSEM are able to run until the end of the simulation with the proposed positivity limiter strategy.
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(a) Maximum blending coefficient.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the correction to the blending coefficient over time for the Sedov blast simulation.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the correction to the blending coefficient over time for the entire simu-
lation using a sample time ∆τ = 0.01. Note that the illustrated quantities are computed with (21) using
∆α = αnew−α instead of α, such that we can appreciate the action of the positivity limiter.

As can be observed in Figure 5(a), the ES-DGSEM only needs a small amount of extra first-order dissi-
pation to stabilize the last part of the simulation (t > 12.5), where the blending coefficient correction is
always below ∆α ≤ 0.11. On the other hand, the standard DGSEM needs very high corrections of the
blending coefficient at the beginning of the simulation, where ∆α oscillates between 0.5 and 1. It is clear
that the shock indicator, (23), was tuned for the ES-DGSEM.

Even though the standard DGSEM needs high amounts of stabilization in some elements, Figure 5(b)
shows that the amount of the domain that is discretized with a first-order FV correction is less than 2.15%
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at the beginning of the simulation, and less than 0.13% at the end of the simulation when the base-line
scheme is the standard DGSEM. Moreover, when the baseline scheme is the ES-DGSEM, the amount of
first-order FV correction is less than 0.03%.

(a) St. DGSEM, t = 2. (b) St. DGSEM, t = 12.6.

(c) ES-DGSEM, t = 2. (d) ES-DGSEM, t = 12.6.

Figure 6: Snapshots of the density logarithm for the Sedov blast simulations at t = 2 (left) and t = 12.6 (right) for
the standard DGSEM (top) and the ES-DGSEM (bottom).

In Figure 6, we plot log(ρ) for different snapshots, as this quantity allows to appreciate the different
scales that appear in the problem. Note that the standard DGSEM solutions are more distorted than the
ones obtained with the ES-DGSEM, as was also observed in the KHI simulation (Figure 3).

Vortices develop in the domain due to the appearance of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in the density
layer, which are in turn triggered by the shock-shock interactions. In fact, it is the shock-driven vortical
dominated flow part that causes the ES-DGSEM without positivity limiter to crash (see Figures 4(a), 6(b)
and 6(d)). On the other hand, Figures 6(a) and 6(c) confirm that the standard DGSEM without positivity
limiter crashes when shocks are forming, a long time before the shock front bounces on the boundaries.

Finally, Figure 7 shows the distribution of α for snapshots of the simulations at t = 2 and t = 12.6. A
comparison of the blending coefficient contours with Figure 6 reveals that the indicator, (23), correctly
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(a) St. DGSEM, t = 2. (b) St. DGSEM, t = 12.6.

(c) ES-DGSEM, t = 2. (d) ES-DGSEM, t = 12.6.

Figure 7: Snapshots of the blending coefficient for the Sedov blast simulations at t = 2 (left) and t = 12.6 (right)
for the standard DGSEM (top) and the ES-DGSEM (bottom).

detects the shocks and is not triggered on turbulent areas of the domain. The action of the positivity
limiter is evident in Figure 7(a): the blending coefficient correction affects elements in the post-shock
region of the standard DGSEM, where the spatial propagation of the blending coefficient had already
acted. This behavior reveals that an appropriate shock indicator for the standard DGSEM should detect
the post-shock regions and explains the jumps of ∆α between 0.5 and 1 that we observed in Figure 5(a).

6 Conclusions

We presented a positivity-preserving limiter for DGSEM discretizations of the compressible Euler equa-
tions that is based on a subcell Finite Volume method. We show that our strategy is able to ensure robust
simulations with positive density and pressure when using the standard and split-form DGSEM if a pos-
itivity preserving Riemann solver is used. We tested our scheme with the Rusanov and HLLE Riemann
solvers in extremely under-resolved vortex dominated simulations and in problems with shocks.
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